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× nnovation is one of the most popular

terms we use to describe what happens

in aerospace every day. Technological

breakthroughs, however, aren’t delivered

mysteriously by the proverbial stork: They

and collaboration, countless expensive

failures and millions upon millions of dollars

in research and development.

With passenger demand driving

innovation at an unprecedented rate,

material ingenuity has become central to

the business goals of all leading airframers

and original equipment manufacturers. And

something exceptional or unique in the

world of aviation is inclined to protect that

invention by whatever means necessary.

the size of it
“Several hundred new patents publish

worldwide every week, covering aerospace

technologies, products and software,” says

Philip Robinson, founder of AeroPatent.com,

a web portal for aerospace patent news,

insights and research. “Over 250 individual

applications, secondary applications in

other countries and granted patents) have

published in the name of B/E Aerospace in

this year alone.”

According to Dennis Schell, a licensed

patent attorney specializing in aerospace

at SmithAmundsen, the protection of

intellectual property (IP) has always been

important for products, but is also becoming

essential in business categories that once

considerations.

“More and more, service companies also

by the technology employed in delivering

those services,” Robinson tells APEX

Experience. “This is becoming increasingly

true in the airline passenger experience. IP,

whether in the form of patents, trademarks,

copyrights or trade secrets, is an important

tool in achieving business goals –

especially in increasing market and value,

and managing risks.”
aircraft seat with

capability
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As one of the world’s leading airframers,

Airbus delivers a wide range of high-density

passenger aircraft to global airlines and

produces multiple cargo and VIP jet variants.

Airbus spends upwards of $3 billion annually

more than 500 new patents annually, while

extending another 1,200 to 1,600 existing

ones worldwide each year.

Alistair Scott, vice-president of Intellectual

Property at Airbus, elaborates on the

necessity of IP protection: “In the case of

civil aerospace, ‘classical’ protection of

intellectual property continues to be very

important between global players … A more

complex reason for the importance of IP

design responsibility into the supply chain

combined with the trend for collaborative

research and technology.”

the scope of it
Patents and other forms of IP protection can

play several roles in the aerospace sector.

an investment, expand market share, create

a barrier to competitors or develop licensing

revenue streams from other markets. In some

cases, says Schell, it might simply recognize

and reward high-performing employees.

risks are managed by addressing IP in

employment and business transactions, and

by clearing products and services over third-

party IP,” explains Schell. “Also, securing IP

provides another response to third-party

claims – for example, counterclaim and

cross-licensing opportunities.”

At Airbus, a properly managed patent

portfolio must align with the company’s

technical and business strategies.

sleeping box
arrangement and
aircraft area

AKA: Sleep Pods, Sleeping

Boxes, Flying Bunk Beds

Sleep pods for passengers

seeking some shut-eye

that’s reminiscent of

Japanese capsule hotels.

Airbus Operations GmbH

Published: Sept. 24, 2015

technologies of a manufacturer and provide

a ‘war chest’ with which to defend against

patent threats from third parties,” says Scott.

“It represents the technology assets of the

company which it has created, owns and

the value of it
Something upon which all of our sources

agree is that, while neither simple nor cheap,

obtaining a strongly enforceable patent for

the right scenario. >

seating
arrangements

AKA: Hexagonal or

Beehive Seating

Seating capacity could be

increased by arranging

passengers face-to-face in

a hexagonal pattern.

Zodiac Seats France
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aircraft and
method of serving
passengers

AKA: Sushi Automat,

Conveyor Belt

Food and duty-free orders

delivered straight to your

conveyor belt.

SELL GMBH

Published: Apr. 9, 2015

transport vehicle
upright sleep
support system

AKA: Cuddle Chair

Instead of reclining,

passengers could sleep

face down with a massage

chair-like apparatus for

head support.

The Boeing Company
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“Every cycle can take months, and therefore

it is not uncommon for the whole application

process to run over a year. Remember that

there’s no such thing as a worldwide patent,

so every designated territory will incur a

time-consuming application and examination

process with fees to match,” says Robinson.

“Once the cost of a patent attorney’s services

are factored in (be it in-house expertise or an

application and annual maintenance fees

to invest tens of thousands of dollars to get

a family of patents for a single invention

through to grant.”

Thoughtful companies should consider

the relative value of pursuing protection for

each innovation and would involve business,

technical and legal managers in the course of

their decision-making.

Schell recommends asking a handful of

basic questions before initiating the patent

process: How central is the innovation

to our business goals? Will this be a big

a scope of protection can we obtain? Can we

earn licensing revenue from this idea?

All are topics that should be addressed at

the outset.

“Carefully selected and pursued,

1,000-fold,” Schell adds.

the sharing of it
Back in 1906, the Wright Brothers were

granted a patent for lateral control of an

aircraft by means of “wing-warping.” The

brothers’ aggressive defence of this patent

(and subsequent litigation of competitors

have impeded technological development in

aviation for years.

While not everyone agrees on the true

could be hypothesized that overzealous

protection of IP is actually detrimental to

industry growth. In the end, it’s all about

weighing risk against reward. With proper

management, working openly can be

exceptionally remunerative. >

passenger seat
arrangement for
a vehicle

AKA: Stack, Mezzanine or

Two-Story Seating

By stacking middle-aisle

seats on two levels,

passengers could have

Airbus Operations GmbH
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method and
apparatus for
adjusting the
spacing of vehicle
seats based on the
size of the seat
occupant

AKA: Adjustable Leg Room

Seating, Knee Rescue Seat

Airline seating that slides

back or forth at the tap of

B/E Aerospace Inc.
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